How does ERP and Leading
E-Commerce Platforms
Explode your Online Sales?
Easy Order Placement
Your customers can instantly place
an order for your products on your
Online Store
(Shopify/Majento/Amazon etc.)
Customers can browse
through your entire product
range under a single platform.
They get multiple
mode of payments
to choose from

Order
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Place order at the
click of a button

BUY

They get frequent
order progress
updates

Automatic Order Update
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No need to manually enter the order
details into OmegaCube ERP. The
data is automatically pulled from the
online store into the ERP.

The product is shipped
to the customer
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The payment details are
auto-recorded & accounted
within the ERP from the store

The inventory is
auto-updated on the
ERP & the online store

The order + shipping details
+ invoice are auto-updated
on the store

Shipment Tracking & Goods Receipt

Order is on
its way

Customers get frequent updates
when their order is processed,
packed, shipped and out for
delivery.
Track order using
shipment information

Customer can
download an invoice
copy from the store

Key Beneﬁts
How does e-commerce store &
ERP integration benefit your
enterprise?

Automates Order
Management
Workflow

Eliminates
Manual Entries &
Human Errors

Improves Speed
of doing
Business

Reduces Time,
Manpower
and Costs

Automates the entire order management
workflow from placement to fulfilment.
Real-time data exchange between online
store and ERP

Eliminates the need to manually enter the
order into the ERP
Removes the possibility of human errors
leading to greater data accuracy

E-commerce integration allows greater
market visibility and ease of purchase
Improves cash-flow and profitability for
enterprises

Workflow automation ensures that your
manpower is focused on better tasks
On-time order delivery leads to lower
costs

Improves
Customer
Relationship

Real-time order updates and quick order
fulfilment leads to trust & satisfaction

Improves
Inventory
Maintenance

Auto-update of inventory eliminates
over-utilization of inventory

Enterprise Brand
Promotion &
Growth

Customer relationship improves as they
see consistency and business growth

Eliminates the possibility of procuring
more inventory thereby saving costs

Online stores improve your market
visibility leading to more sales & growth
Your brand is elevated as customers
notice ecommerce presence

OmegaCube ERP can be easily integrated with top e-commerce
platforms such as Shopify, Magento, and Amazon etc.
Get in touch with us for an in-depth demo from our experts.
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